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XQuery + SPARQL = XSPARQL

Syntactic extension of XQuery

With a formally defined semantics

includes XML and RDF sources

Query example (Lowering)
prefix foaf : <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>

prefix geo: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>

<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2">

{ for $person $name $long $lat from <http://nunolopes.org/foaf.rdf>

where { $person a foaf:Person; foaf:name $name;

foaf:based_near [ a geo:Point; geo:long $long; geo:lat $lat ] }

return <Placemark>

<name>{fn:concat("Location of ", $name)}</name>

<Point><coordinates>{fn:concat($long, ",", $lat, ",0")}

</coordinates></Point>

</Placemark>

}</kml>
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Usecase: Using XSPARQL to expose location data

Use XSPARQL to create a web-
page from the annotated data
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Integrating XSPARQL with relational databases

Next steps

Defining the syntax for querying
RDBs

Extending XSPARQL’s
semantics

RDB Query syntax example (draft)
prefix : <http://example.org/>

for locations.tag as $tag, locations.ip as $ip

from locations

construct { <{$tag}> :locatedIn <{$ip}> }
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Integrating annotations in XSPARQL

Each RDF triple is given an annotation

Annotations refer to a specific domain

Temporal:

:tag4302 :locatedIn :room311 . "2010-11-09 14:57:51"

Fuzzy:

:tag4302 :locatedIn :room311 . "0.9"

Annotated SPARQL Queries:
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Integrating annotations in XSPARQL

Each RDF triple is given an annotation

Annotations refer to a specific domain

Temporal:

:tag4302 :locatedIn :room311 . "2010-11-09 14:57:51"

Fuzzy:

:tag4302 :locatedIn :room311 . "0.9"

Annotated SPARQL Queries:

SELECT ?l ?person WHERE {?tag1 :assignedTo :nuno .

?tag1 :locatedIn :room311 . ?l

?tag2 :assignedTo ?person .

?tag2 :locatedIn :room311 . ?l }
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Current Issues / Future work

Query language integrating heterogeneous sources

Relational Databases

W3C RDB2RDF Working Group

Integration of annotated data (Temporal, Fuzzy, . . . )

Higher entailment regimes?

Optimisations

Based on results from RDBs and XQuery?

Update language

How to handle the heterogeneous sources?
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Above all... Avoid creating

Thank you! Questions?
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